Kelly | Producer: Hello, everyone.

Kelly | Producer: I think we might have an echo. Is there?

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I think we're good, Kelly, is it going?

Kelly | Producer: Yeah, now you're good. Okay, great, perfect.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So I am just going to start sending out the stream.

Kelly | Producer: whenever you're ready to go. Just count to 10 s and will be will be streaming. Live at that point.

Kelly | Producer: So we are officially live.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Good evening, everyone. My name is the

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and we have special tree tonight. This is actually the first meeting of the second term.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So we have all our new members here with us tonight. So we want to depart a little differently.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: instead of having the administration call the role, we're going to actually ask each member to introduce themselves. And

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we can start online. And do we? So any member online like the you can just unmute yourself and introduce you.

Kimyatta Ricks: Hello! I'm Kimyata Rix. and it's a great meeting with you guys.
Samuel Crankshaw: Hi, I'm Sam. I'm the student representative from the Creaker School at Hopkins. Nice to meet you all.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: We have 2 other members online.

Jennifer J. Mielke: Duke and Doris, would you please introduce yourself.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Okay, we can come back to we can start in the room.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: And

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I'm not this to remain in. I am. Well, the

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: members who represents the School of Medicine I back to you at the and then the part of the surgery, and a trauma surgeon within the school.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I was the on faculty at the School of Public Health.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and do you?

Duke Tremitiere: Oh, hi! This is Duke Trimm tier I live across the street from the Peabody School on the Peabody campus, so I'm having some trouble unmuting myself. So

Doris Minor-Terrell: by the

Doris Minor-Terrell: and then

Doris Minor-Terrell: good evening, everybody. Hi, sorry I'm a little late.

Doris Minor-Terrell: Can you hear me?

Doris Minor-Terrell: Can you hear me?
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Thank you.

29
00:04:21.970 --> 00:04:24.020
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: We start online first.

30
00:04:24.590 --> 00:04:29.069
Branville Bard He/Him: Hi, I'm Brando, Bart. I'm Vice President for public safety and chief of, at least in the days we did.

31
00:04:30.140 --> 00:04:35.900
Jennifer J. Mielke: Hey? Good evening. I'm Jennifer Melky. I'm the director for Local Government Committee fairs for John. So the University of medicine.

32
00:04:36.040 --> 00:04:42.440
Jarron Jackson JHU Public Safety (he/him): Good evening, everyone. My name is Joanne Jackson. I'm Assistant Vice President for Public Safety and John. So it's university.

33
00:04:43.030 --> 00:04:47.230
Doris Minor-Terrell: I'm Kelly Allen. I'm the producer for tonight's meeting.

34
00:04:47.340 --> 00:05:00.380
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So it's it's it's Dr. Bar and public safety. And I also wanted to say, Dr. B. Is on vacation. So his his Internet may be a little if he will be on and off camera.

35
00:05:02.060 --> 00:05:12.699
Doris Minor-Terrell: Good evening again. I'm Doris Myin Torell. I'm representing the city Council, President Nic. Mostly I'm happy to be here this evening.

36
00:05:17.320 --> 00:05:21.189
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: You got the introductions out the way.

37
00:05:21.400 --> 00:05:28.010
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Have all one. I was had a chance to review the the 7 Standing committees.

38
00:05:29.410 --> 00:05:30.170
Yes.

39
00:05:32.220 --> 00:05:46.979
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so at this time there are any board members, you know, which committees they would like to serve all. But just again we we strongly encourage more, all board members to the least serve, or at least one committee.

40
00:05:47.910 --> 00:06:05.320
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: And now this is not something that you have to do right this second. But if you could. If you already know what committee it is, you
can either send an email to the Accountability board box so actually can have that recorded, or

41
00:06:05.360 --> 00:06:08.980
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: for those in the room at the meeting. You can just let me know

42
00:06:09.630 --> 00:06:12.630

43
00:06:19.150 --> 00:06:31.339
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: now, the majority of the meeting tonight will be spent all your reviewing the bylaws. Now, has anyone not having any board member not had a chance to review the bottlenecks?

44
00:06:36.860 --> 00:06:39.320
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So I'm gonna take that as everyone's

45
00:06:41.960 --> 00:06:46.780
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so as a excuse me and the orientation.

46
00:06:46.880 --> 00:06:57.069
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I didn't make a body where that there were some pending draft. There was some. Can you up this to bylaws at that time, the bylaws working with the General Council.

47
00:06:57.370 --> 00:07:02.059
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: We have since got those back, and tonight we're going to run through on 25 point.

48
00:07:06.640 --> 00:07:15.260
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: And this is for discussion. So the one anytime you want to review. If anyone has any questions or comments, please

49
00:07:15.530 --> 00:07:16.570
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: let me know.

50
00:07:21.870 --> 00:07:26.040
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So it

51
00:07:29.730 --> 00:07:35.280
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so the first update was the previous boy. We recommended

52
00:07:35.440 --> 00:07:46.499
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: that the student term it's student terms. Currently one year we recommended that the term be adjusted to match the 2 year term that currently all others serve.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: But this in itself is just a recommendation.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: The students serve their service. Their terminal service is determined by the administration.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and at that time the Administration chose just to keep status quo.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So, student time will be one.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: It can I add that that was that was a decision, so that students serving or in a 2 year program can also have an opportunity to serve at least one year during their time.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: And I I appreciate that for the administration. It's more than way that groundwork out, because I know some members. We're watching the lottery perform. And we did recommend that, but that again, that was tally up to the discretion of the administration.

Doris Minor-Terrell: I have one question. It's a student allowed to be recommended for a second year by administration.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Yes, they are

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: okay. Thank you.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I was with the first question in the night.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Second, the second update is the point made process.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and basically to keep the the language of the bylaws, and with statute
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: confirmation has been changed to consent.

66
00:09:08.020 --> 00:09:14.100
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I'm sorry I I lost a little bit of that can you repeat

67
00:09:14.120 --> 00:09:17.019
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: to deep in line with the statue of scores?

68
00:09:17.220 --> 00:09:23.130
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Confirmation has been changed to consent to just along with the language and the statute.

69
00:09:23.960 --> 00:09:25.880
Doris Minor-Terrell: Okay, thank you. Understood

70
00:09:26.230 --> 00:09:27.290
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: no problem.

71
00:09:27.960 --> 00:09:48.289
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So the the next update is, we are in the outlaws. We are many a special assistant in adding, design me so void, and many of the bylaws free to change. And they, for that reason is we're calling, if we call our special assistant in the bylaws, and let's say the special. That position is vacant. Then

72
00:09:48.780 --> 00:09:51.200
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we would have to wait to that position to

73
00:09:51.790 --> 00:09:54.559
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: for for the 4 secondary.

74
00:09:55.340 --> 00:09:58.599
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So that was the reason for that. Any questions.

75
00:10:00.130 --> 00:10:02.390
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Okay. right? Well.

76
00:10:03.730 --> 00:10:06.270
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: under the Board Secretary.

77
00:10:06.570 --> 00:10:10.539
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we don't. Min in the language. Reference to retention schedule.

78
00:10:12.120 --> 00:10:13.040
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Let me.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: or access to requirements to the voice records, because that will be on all. The the records will be under the property of the at police apart. So that's why, we are many that the Board will not actually have custody of those right. That's in the reading.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Under what secretary there was. The full bulletin has been deleted. And I just that just talked about access to the records. Is it of the Naval Statute? And only again, this only applies to the police department, as in the Board is not a separate entity, so we will not have.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: We will not take custody of the records. All the records will be under the post. Our job is Pd. Domain.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so any request would be me to.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: There are any records.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and then the other update. This is all under both secondary, heading it just the follow up on what I just said. If any request from all time entities.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: should be made to as opposed to being made directly to the board should be made to the office of Vp. Or or the Chief, or John Hobbes police, or their or their appropriate, that they need to respond.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and let me just

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: step.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: And this language was this, this language was

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: cleaned up because the board, and if the statute does not get the board the 40 to discipline.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so and and and that if for some sort of violation or low attendance, the Board can recommend to the appointed authority.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we can forward the recommendation to the appointed authority. But the Board that's not. We do not have an afford to be to discipline anything that so this is why that language was something.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and

okay.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: the next page of. And again, I don't know if some of the members were watching previous board meetings, but the first and recent report had voted to

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: require Board members to provide disclosures.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: But I'm I'm review the General Council. The Board does not have that authority to require members to school to do any sort of financial.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: We we thought that members in the when there is that a current conflict of interest members will voluntarily recruit themselves from any, from back to

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and again, just the language recording discipline or removal. That language was included. probably recommend.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: with the recommendation, the General Council, and just to re every that the Board does not have the power or authority to discipline any of this members, we can recommend to the appointing authority

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: that certain acts would be taken. But again, that would be a tally up to that, according to

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so I want to pause at this time.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: because does any members have any questions or concerns, not about the updates, but about the bylaws as a whole

103
00:14:35.100 --> 00:14:47.380
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: stand as though there are no questions in the room, and no questions online at this time I will entertain a motion to approve the bylaws. As it is.

104
00:14:49.660 --> 00:14:53.340
Doris Minor-Terrell: I make a motion to approve the bylaws as presented.

105
00:14:55.850 --> 00:15:00.180
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So we have a motion, and then properly do I have a second second, that

106
00:15:01.710 --> 00:15:10.300
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so we have a motion so to just that I will set the motion on tables to approve Bylaws and the property second.

107
00:15:10.470 --> 00:15:17.499
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so all those in agreement will signify by saying, I

108
00:15:18.090 --> 00:15:20.499
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: all of the polls signify by saying that

109
00:15:22.250 --> 00:15:25.080
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: motion is carried. Okay.

110
00:15:33.800 --> 00:15:38.469
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So next we're so next on the agenda is elected for these shit.

111
00:15:38.780 --> 00:15:42.439
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So this is something that the previous board

112
00:15:43.020 --> 00:15:44.220
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we

113
00:15:44.340 --> 00:15:50.090
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: with, but we had spread to debate about. But we did come up with

114
00:15:50.130 --> 00:15:54.429
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: 2 positions in the bylaws, so one would be chairperson.

115
00:15:54.610 --> 00:16:01.099
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and that will be by state that terms would be each East term would be idea.

116 00:16:01.410 --> 00:16:05.120
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and the members could be. You could be re-elected to that.

117 00:16:07.340 --> 00:16:12.860
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So at this time is, are there any combinations

118 00:16:12.910 --> 00:16:15.129
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: for share or vice share?

119 00:16:16.550 --> 00:16:18.189
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I'm going to name you.

120 00:16:18.640 --> 00:16:20.380
Doris Minor-Terrell: Yeah, a second.

121 00:16:22.060 --> 00:16:32.309
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So well, I I feel, kinda you know, first of all, to have it

122 00:16:32.590 --> 00:16:40.500
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: be normally by you. It's always seconded by us. Doors really means a lot to me. To be totally honest, I respect you both so much. And

123 00:16:40.820 --> 00:16:44.709

124 00:16:44.780 --> 00:16:51.499
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: But I just wanted to say that I feel weird calling to vote for myself. So if somebody else could call me

125 00:16:52.630 --> 00:16:53.370
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: well.

126 00:16:53.630 --> 00:17:04.070
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I'm going to call the vote for those who are in favor of this nomination that we vote to it according to how we feel.

127 00:17:04.079 --> 00:17:07.759
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: And so that's what we'll be able to do. Yes.

128 00:17:09.990 --> 00:17:10.740
Kimyatta Ricks: yes.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: okay, good. Oh.

she had a question. So I start, do we? We just start individually

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we sorry individually. I mean, this is the first time we've done this. So let's let's keep it. And this is 2 years. 2 years ago I would not have been able to say this, but it working with you, I mean. I am just sure I'm sure within the call me that, you know you will do a fine job as you have

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: done 2 years ago. We've had extensive conversation. Never, you know I love a good conversation, and never know. Have you ever not enjoyed that conversation with me? And we learned a lot of things about one another. And so I am just on it to know you. And my vote is yes.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: same, yes.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: okay

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: it. It sounds like it's, oh, yeah.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So we have. How many? Yes.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: you have to.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I think you do right.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Honestly, I just want to thank you all.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I really appreciate you. You know I have no that facing

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: really do it as a full to working each and every one of you, and I am here. I can't promise that we're all just one in 3. But I can't promise that I'm always going to.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: is he?

Okay?

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Yeah, I am.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So that being said, we also have to elect a vice chair as well. Can I say some people before we do that? I had a conversation where I thought that it is fair

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: with you, representing community

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: that we have a vice chair from another

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: for us, you and I. We sort of spoke about that. And I think that for me, that's where it gives

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: an opportunity to someone outside of community.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: we all know our our place here on this board. So that was just one recommendation before we went any further.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: That I I wanted to.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Well, I mean, I nominated everybody. So, So that's very difficult to say. I would prefer that someone who understands the time that one has to give would consider that, and just know that we have to keep this trade moving. And so, we definitely do, we want to do that.

And so if you know that you have the time to make. I'm sure that and that person would be fine, especially with all of us, you know, working in concert together, as you said, may not always agree, but we're going in the same direction.

And so with that said, That's the way I would like to see it. But that's just me. I agree that they anyone they would like to self-nominate. And then we come back to it, maybe addressing it next week and next.

So by this we have to like to share. I have the. So we've done that today. So someone wants to take on in a little while.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and then we come back to it, maybe addressing it next week and next.

Kimyatta Ricks: I guess I agree.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So yes, actually, we were pretty light on the intended for this meeting.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so I would really like to open the floor to members just for any question or comments that you had this time. I know this is a new experience for us all. So

00:21:39.520 --> 00:21:48.010
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: is there any concerns? You may have any questions, or in just anything you wanted to offer up to the group. I open the door.

00:21:53.340 --> 00:22:02.110
Doris Minor-Terrell: No, I was just like being a good listener. I'm sorry I made a mistake. I'm just listening

00:22:08.470 --> 00:22:17.270
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So I in the room. I see Elizabeth and Sam. I did see your hand up first, so I'll go to you first, and then it will

00:22:18.720 --> 00:22:33.200
Samuel Crankshaw: alright. Thank you. I was just hoping for a little more detail about the role of the co-chair. Is this someone that'll be working with the chair regularly presiding over meetings? Or is it sort of a a backup role because the bylaws don't really specify at all.

00:22:35.050 --> 00:22:36.060
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So

00:22:36.800 --> 00:22:49.530
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: what I envision is someone that will work with the chair and someone. So we have the. And my hope is that the vice chair would be the 2 person of the.

00:22:49.840 --> 00:22:51.350
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So when

00:22:51.540 --> 00:22:55.809
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: you know, we get together with the various one of these committees

00:22:55.830 --> 00:23:03.689
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: off of the top is that they want to be the agenda. I would hope that the vice chair would share that committee and be responsible for that so?

00:23:04.030 --> 00:23:07.739
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: But again, yes, they will absolutely work closely.

00:23:08.860 --> 00:23:10.070
Samuel Crankshaw: Alright. Thank you.
Duke Tremitiere: Hi, this is Duke. Can I ask a couple of questions about the committee system.

Absolutely.

Duke Tremitiere: Yeah. So I'm just curious where the committees meeting on a regular basis in the last year. And is it

Duke Tremitiere: for seeing how often the committees would meet, for example.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So I would say, lack of the to make the committees that we did had did meet some of them on a regular basis. It kind of depended on what the committee was working on as the schedule.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: That makes sense. I I would like the the folks on the policy Committee. They would.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: We put it all the time right now.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and maybe the folks on community, you know, we

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: well, the song is always on the community, so she's always gonna be, don't work. But so it really, that's just depends on the task that your committee is working on, that. The committee did meet on a schedule basis.

Duke Tremitiere: sure. And then I think they're all self explanatory, although governance maybe needs a little explanation what that committee would be doing.

Duke Tremitiere: And then how how do you suggest? We move forward if we are going to volunteer to sit on different committees.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: so just to, I guess, get some backstory governance with the committee that was instrumental in like by law, we're helping out with the bylaws. And then, you know, if there are any updates or amendments, that sort of thing, then it we will follow that to governance first, and then out to the full board.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: if they did, if there's a committee that you feel passionate about or to me you want to try out. I would just strongly suggest everybody to reach out to Theician actually let them know what committee that you would like to be a part of some committees already have members, and then some committees. You would be like the fact that chair person, because you'd be the first person. So.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: But to answer your question I would strongly suggest to reach out to the Administration

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and what you can reach out to myself for cool.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Yeah. So we want to. We want to stay away from him and not out soon at home or East Committee. Then those will have to be the committee deliberations themselves. We have to be live stream like the need. So so want to keep the committees to. I want to say, a Max, like, maybe 4.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Yeah, And I was but going to the different committee structure and agree they they're pretty self explanatory. in terms of analyzing the data and the metrics that will be collected as part of the police force. I wasn't sure which committee would. That would be. I I was taking policy review. But

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: that's something that we can flush out to be totally office. But yeah, I was.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I think it. It is exception. That's what we were envisioning. But

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: until we actually get the data, we really don't know.
Okay.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: remember the line. Do you have any questions?

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: So I don't see members of one I remember in the room. So let me just again. You guys have to trust me. You know I have it.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: you know. I'm hey? Conversations with some of you in the room? I haven't had a conversation with all of you, so let me just tell you a little bit about myself. My wife and I are raised out 3 children. He's more more. I tell everybody this story, mom. I've met my wife and my wife made it crystal clear to me that she was born and raised in Middle East, and if I want to marry her, that's why I need to move. So we've been here 20 years.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I came to this effort to be honest. I was helping organize against the police the rock only, for there

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I still am, a close to it in

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: there it to be totally honest with you. It's not necessarily because of the policing itself is because the institution's relationship with the community that are living. So I want to be totally transparent with everyone where I'm coming from.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Of what I will say is that. having conversations with

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: my friend here, miss, on yet has made me see that he.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: even though the way I feel about the police department that we can still come together and create something that will be unique in the accountable community centric. So

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: that's why I'm here. And I really look forward to working with each and every one of you. I'm excited about the you need skills that each and every one of you.
LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: and I am here to serve you yourself with you and

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: call on you whenever you need.

Doris Minor-Terrell: We need to let you know how hard he has been working before he
got the position. So we're happy to have him at the table

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: like this door is coming from somebody like itself.
That really means a lot

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: at this time. If the Board members don't have any
other comments or questions.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: I don't know. I'm says Dr. Boss on vacation.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Did you? Wanna provide any registration updates or
anything? Sure, just one quick update. So we're still in the interview process for the
the Board's administrative Coordinator position. so more to come, we'll continue
to send detail. Good email things change

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: well again. I thank everybody for your time.
Tonight. I look forward to working with each and every one of you. If there are no
additional questions or comments at this time.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: Maybe I will join a meeting at 6, 28, and look
forward to seeing everyone at our next meeting, which is August sixteenth.

LaTicia Douglas - Public Safety: from 60'clock to 7 30 P. M.

Doris Minor-Terrell: Thanks. Everybody. Have a great evening.